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Executive Summary
Morningstar’s research demonstrates that firms that place their fund shareholders at the center of their
decision-making process are best-situated to deliver positive long-term outcomes for investors.1 This
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report assesses the degree to which the largest sponsors of passively managed U.S. mutual funds and
exchange-traded funds have aligned their own economic interests with those of their funds’
shareholders. It finds that firms that line up their interests with fundholders’ have delivered aboveaverage category-relative performance. Investors should look to partner with firms that demonstrate
alignment by:
× Charging low expense ratios
× Sharing a greater portion of generated securities-lending revenue
× Maintaining a disciplined approach to product development
× Investing in portfolio management infrastructure
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Introduction
Investors should aim to partner with responsible asset managers. Those firms are less likely to launch
gimmicky products and more likely to charge fair fees and foster a strong investment culture that
enables them to attract and retain top talent. While Morningstar has long stressed the importance of
sound stewardship, this report zeroes in on stewardship practices among the largest sponsors of
passively managed funds. It is perhaps more intuitive that investors in actively managed funds should
consider stewardship when selecting funds, but this topic is every bit as relevant for investors in
passively managed funds. Our research found that purveyors of passive funds that align their incentives
with those of their fundholders have generated better category-relative risk-adjusted performance on
average than funds from firms that seem to prioritize their own interests over investors’. Investors in
passively managed funds are best served by firms that offer inexpensive products that efficiently track
their underlying indexes and have long-term investment merit.
This report uses data from Morningstar’s U.S. database of open-end mutual funds and ETFs. To
supplement the data, we surveyed 10 firms that have been assigned Morningstar Parent ratings and
ranked among the largest providers of passively managed mutual funds and ETFs as of March 2017.
These firms are presented in Exhibit 1. We refer to this group as the "surveyed firms" throughout the
paper. The surveyed information incorporated into this report includes firms’ ownership structure, assets
1 Hughes, B., Lutton, L.P. 2015. 2015 Morningstar U.S. Mutual Fund Industry Stewardship Survey.
http://corporate.morningstar.com/US/documents/ResearchPapers/US-MutualFundIndustryStewardshipSurvey2015.pdf.
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under management (including nonfund assets such as separately managed accounts), investment
personnel- and product development-related data as well as specifics pertaining to these companies’
and ETF capital markets functions.

Exhibit 1 Lining Up the Surveyed Passive Fund Sponsors

Source: Morningstar Direct. Morningstar Manager Research. Data as of December 31, 2016.

As Exhibit 1 shows, the surveyed firms dominate the ranks of passively managed fund sponsors, as
measured by their collective share of passively managed fund assets. This measure includes assets in
U.S.-domiciled index mutual funds and ETFs as well as assets managed by Dimensional Fund Advisors.
While DFA’s funds don’t track indexes, they take a systematic approach to security selection, and
Morningstar has long classified them as “passive” for purposes of monitoring asset flows.
A Concentrated Industry
U.S. passive fund investors likely own or will decide among fund offerings from one of the surveyed
firms because they represented over 90% of passive U.S. fund assets as of December 2016. Exhibits 2
and 3 illustrate that this degree of concentration is not a recent phenomenon. The top firms’ share has
held steady and they continue to pick up a majority of new flows. Exhibit 2 shows passive fund sponsors’
percentage share of the U.S. market over the trailing 15 years through June 2017. Exhibit 3 presents the
rolling three-year percentage of total U.S. passive asset fund flows that BlackRock, Vanguard, and all
their competitors combined have captured during that same period.
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Exhibit 2 Passive Funds' Sponsors' Market Share Has Been Stable

Source: Morningstar Direct. Data as of June 30, 2017.

Exhibit 3 Percentage U.S. Passive Net Fund Flows

Source: Morningstar Direct. Data as June 30, 2017.

Vanguard and BlackRock combined to haul in nearly 75% of all flows into passive funds over the three
years through June 2017. The remaining eight surveyed firms accounted for another 21%. Any way you
cut it, the largest U.S. passive fund sponsors have enjoyed the boon of asset growth and scale. While
this asset growth and market dominance is unquestionably positive from these fund sponsors’ point-ofview, not all have passed along economies of scale to fund investors. Understanding the differences
between these firms’ ownership structures provides context to understand their business decisions-which ultimately influence stewardship.
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Firm Structure

The largest sponsors of passive funds have different ownership structures and competing stakeholders.
development and pricing decisions, among others. For example,

Vanguard is mutually owned by its fund shareholders and runs its funds at cost, so it automatically
passes economies of scale on to its funds’ shareholders. TIAA is a nonprofit originally established to
teachers and nonprofit workers.

Publicly traded and private for-profit firms must balance the interests of their equity shareholders and
fund shareholders. Stock shareholders seek to increase the firm’s profit and stock value, while
fundholders want to pay the lowest fees possible. DFA, Fidelity, and Van Eck are privately owned. DFA’s
co-founders, board members, and current and former employees own more than 70% of the firm. Fidelity
is owned by its employees and the Johnson family, and Van Eck is owned by members of the Van Eck
family. The remaining five surveyed firms are all publicly traded companies. BlackRock BLK, State Street
STT, Schwab SCHW, PowerShares’ parent company Invesco IVZ, and WisdomTree WETF comprise the
publicly traded surveyed firms. These firms’ financial statements shed light on the economics of the
asset-management business. Importantly, they don’t operate in a vacuum. These companies make
product lineup and fund-pricing decisions based on their competitive market position, complementary
business lines, and competing interests.
Vanguard’s mutually owned structure most closely aligns the firm’s economic incentives with its
fundholders' – its funds’ shareholders ultimately own the firm. In a recent example, its funds’ trustees
decided to change many of its funds’ benchmarks to CRSP indexes to reduce its index-licensing costs
and pass along savings to its investors. Comparing Vanguard's and BlackRock’s pricing strategies for
their emerging-markets equity funds illustrates how competing stakeholders’ interests may influence
stewardship. In June 2007, iShares MCI Emerging Markets ETF EEM and Vanguard FTSE Emerging
Markets ETF VWO managed a similar amount of assets, but BlackRock charged a 0.75% expense ratio

for its fund while the Vanguard fund charged 0.30% per year. Fast-forward 10 years to June 2017, and
EEM’s fee barely moved, while Vanguard has since halved VWO’s fee. Over this span, both funds’ assets
more than doubled.
Part of this pricing discrepancy can be explained by BlackRock’s decision to launch its “Core” series of
ETFs in 2012 to appeal to long-term investors, while maintaining the original versions of the similar
strategies that carried higher expense ratios. IShares Core MSCI Emerging Markets ETF IEMG is
BlackRock’s “Core” version of EEM. BlackRock launched IEMG in October 2012 with a net expense ratio
of 0.18%. As of June 2017, IEMG charges 0.14%, matching Vanguard’s VWO fee, and has amassed more
assets than EEM. BlackRock segmented its customer base between those who value ETFs as trading
tools and those who use them as long-term investment vehicles. But in doing so, BlackRock stunted the
prospective scalability of both funds and did not pass on the benefits of that growing scale to investors
in the original fund (EEM). BlackRock seemed to prioritize the interests of its stock shareholders over
those of investors in the original, higher-priced funds, while Vanguard’s mutually owned structure
clearly aligns stakeholders’ economic interests.
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Public ownership does not preclude a firm from putting the interests of fund shareholders front and
center. For instance, Schwab has successfully overhauled its fund lineup to emphasize broadly
funds. The firm has also aggressively cut its fund fees and investment

minimums. To be sure, Schwab can offset its lower fund fee revenue through other means, such as net
interest revenues (from banking its wealth and asset-management clients) and through the advisory and
This satisfies stock investors, while fund investors gain greater access to

inexpensive, broadly diversified funds.
Firms’ ownership shines a light on their incentive structures, but, regardless of ownership structure,
these firms face business decisions. Stewardship is an expression of the degree to which firms consider
their fundholders when making these business decisions. Those choices manifest themselves in various
ways that affect fundholders such as:
× Lower expense ratios and passing along higher securities-lending revenue splits as they gain economies

of scale
× Demonstrating product development restraint by offering funds with strong investment merit rather than

chasing investment crazes
× Investing in portfolio management teams and infrastructure to ensure funds track their benchmarks

closely
Fee Multiple
Passive fund sponsors can and, in our opinion, should share the benefits of greater scale with investors
by reducing funds’ expense ratios and sharing a greater portion of funds’ securities-lending revenue
with fundholders. In prior research, Morningstar has documented that fees are perhaps the single-most
reliable predictor of future relative performance.2 A firm’s approach to fund pricing can also indicate its
economic alignment with fund shareholders. Exhibits 4 and 5 show the average expense ratios for each
surveyed firm and all nonsurveyed firms on both an equal- and asset-weighted basis. The first five
columns show snapshots of firms’ average expense ratios. The last two columns measure the absolute
difference and percentage difference between the most current measure in June 2017 and the average
figure from June 2007.

2 Kinnel, R. 2016. "Predictive Power of Fees: Why Mutual Fund Fees Are So Important."
http://corporate1.morningstar.com/ResearchArticle.aspx?documentId=752589.
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Exhibit 4 Equal-Weighted Average Fees

Source: Morningstar Direct. Data as of June 30, 2017.

Exhibit 5 Asset-Weighted Average Fees

Source: Morningstar Direct. Data as of June 30, 2017.

Expense ratios among most fund sponsors have fallen across the board on both an equal- and assetweighted basis over the past decade. State Street is the only surveyed firm whose average fees have not
declined during the past 10 years. Meanwhile, Schwab and TIAA/Nuveen have seen the sharpest
reduction in average fees. That said, both firms’ average fees are still higher than the lowest-cost
lineups from Fidelity and Vanguard. Both firms have maintained their fee edge throughout the past
decade.
Lower expense ratios are great for investors, but these equal- and asset-weighted measures don’t
account for differences in fund sponsors’ product mix and how their stable of funds has evolved over
the years. For example, U.S. large-blend funds are generally cheaper to manage than emerging-markets
stock funds, and their fees tend to be lower as a result. Also, funds tied to traditional broad-based
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market-cap-weighted benchmarks tend to command lower fees relative to more-niche funds. To
produce a fairer comparison of these funds’ fees, we have calculated the ratio of each fund’s fee to the
for all passively managed funds within its Morningstar Category. For

example, if the average expense ratio for passively managed funds in the large-blend category is 0.50%,
and a firm’s large-blend offering charges 0.40%, the resulting ratio is 0.8. These category-relative ratios,
some product-mix-related biases from the average fee measures presented

in Exhibits 4 and 5.
Exhibit 6 Category-Relative Fund Fee Ratios

Source: Morningstar Direct. Data as of June 30, 2017.

Directionally, the figures in Exhibit 6 align well with the average fee data in Exhibits 4 and 5. By this
measure, Vanguard's and Fidelity’s passive funds are still the least expensive and have gotten cheaper
over time. On average, both firms charge about one third what their category-matched passive peers
charge. This is likely due to Vanguard and Fidelity focusing on uber-low-cost market-cap-weighted
portfolios.
These fee ratio trends provide insight into firms’ economics and pricing strategies but also reflect
differences in strategy lineups. Firms such as DFA, WisdomTree, and PowerShares tend to offer more
niche products, including strategic-beta ETFs, which tend to command higher fees. Most fund sponsors’
fee multiples have been stable over the past 10 years. Schwab, PowerShares, and TIAA/Nuveen have
reduced prices the most on a category-relative basis. Liquidating expensive strategies has driven the
relative fee reductions at PowerShares and TIAA/Nuveen. Schwab has reduced its fees by both
liquidating expensive funds and trimming fees on its leaner fund lineup. DFA, WisdomTree, and Van Eck
have consistently levied expense ratios about 10% below the category average, while BlackRock and
State Street have charged around 20%-30% less than their category averages during the past decade.
Securities-Lending Revenue Split
Fund expense ratios are prominently displayed and easy to compare across fund types and providers.
Securities-lending revenue disclosures are tucked away toward the end of funds’ regulatory documents
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but are worth digging into because they can reveal the extent to which firms share securities-lending
revenues with fundholders.
By way of review, this practice entails lending securities held by the fund to a third party. The borrowers
of these securities usually include hedge funds and broker/dealers, who want them for shorting or
generate additional income by charging borrowers a fee to borrow a

security (scarce securities command higher fees) and investing the collateral received from the borrower.
Most surveyed firms or their securities-lending agents offer indemnification, protecting fundholders from
borrowers’ default. Per the 1940 Act, only 33.3% of a portfolio may be lent and lenders must collect
102% cash equivalent collateral for domestic-equity funds and 105% for international-equity funds.
Market-cap-weighted index funds tend to have lower turnover than actively managed funds, so their
holdings are easier to lend to short-sellers. Revenue earned from lending securities and the investment
of collateral held against stocks out on loan can add up over the long haul. Exhibit 7 shows the fee split
and lending agent for each surveyed firm.
Exhibit 7 Securities-Lending Program Summary

Source: Morningstar survey and regulatory filings. Data as of June 30, 2017.

Most firms state that 100% of net securities-lending revenues are passed back to the fund. Net is the
key word here. Costs associated with the securities-lending program and fees paid to the lending agent
are deducted from the gross securities-lending revenue figure. Of the surveyed firms that disclose
lending agent fees, Schwab pays the lowest proportion of securities-lending revenue collected by its
lending agent, at around 10%--with breakpoints down to 7.5%. BlackRock pays 29.5% of the securitieslending revenue that its funds generate to its lending agent, BlackRock Institutional Trust Company, an
affiliated entity. So, BlackRock pays securities-lending fees to another division within BlackRock. State
Street’s securities-lending program is similarly structured. That said, it only pays its lending agent, State
Street Bank & Trust Company, 15% of gross lending revenues.
Of the firms that disclose their securities-lending revenue splits, Schwab has reduced the portion paid to
its lending agent by the greatest amount. During the past three years, the portion of gross securities-
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lending revenue its pays to service providers has crept down to as low as 7.5% from 15%. Most firms
also use a third-party securities-lending agent, but the largest ones, Vanguard, Fidelity, BlackRock, and
entity as their lending agent. The amount of securities-lending revenue

passed back to the fund, and ultimately fund shareholders, is a less transparent, but meaningful, lever
that fund companies can pull to benefit their fundholders.
Generally speaking, giving a greater portion of the gross revenue generated from securities lending is
evident of a better shake for investors. But it is difficult to make apples-to-apples comparisons across
fund sponsors using this metric in isolation. Some firms consistently generate more lending revenue
from similar securities than others by investing more in their securities program or more aggressively
lending securities. That’s why indemnification clauses are important. If the lending agent guarantees to
protect fundholders from a borrower’s default, then the level of risk is less of a concern. Thus, it is
important to make a more holistic assessment of each individual firm’s practice.
A Prudent Approach to Product Development
Fund sponsors’ product development strategies offer additional insight into their alignment with
fundholders. Frequent fund launches and liquidations may indicate that a firm’s approach to product
development is more sales-oriented than investment-oriented. Fund companies that keep investors’
interests at the center of the product-development process tend to show restraint in bringing new funds
to market. These sponsors predominately focus on strategies that have long-term investment merit
rather than funds that will attract assets but may be harder for investors to hold, such as volatile niche
strategies. Firms that launch funds to catch the latest investment craze inherently have less staying
power than core strategies and demonstrate a focus on asset-gathering.
It is reasonable for fund companies to periodically review their lineups and cull unsuccessful funds, but
frequent liquidations may be a residual effect of an undisciplined approach to product development and
serve as further evidence of a firm prioritizing its own economic interests over its investors’. Firms may
launch a bevy of funds and heavily market the strongest performers while they quietly liquidate
underperforming funds. Frequent fund launches and liquidations demonstrate a lack of restraint and
thoughtfulness about which funds to make available to investors.
The left-hand and center sections in Exhibit 8 display the number of fund liquidations and launches
during the trailing one, three, five, and 10 years through June 2017. Fund churn measures combined
fund launches and liquidations by each fund company as a percentage of fund offerings available at the
beginning of the measurement period. Median shuttered fund life span (shuttered fund inception date
to liquidation date) measures how long a fund provider supported a fund before pulling the plug. Lower
percentages of fund churn can denote better stewardship insofar as it demonstrates these firms have
brought out funds that are bona fide long-term holdings.
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Source: Morningstar Direct. Data as of June 30, 2017.

Not surprisingly, most passive fund providers launched more funds than they liquidated over the past
decade. This trend reflects the rise of indexing and ETF strategies. Of the surveyed funds, the firms with
the shortest median life span for shuttered funds are Van Eck, PowerShares, and WisdomTree at 3.2,
3.3, and 3.4 years, respectively. This is likely because these firms tend to launch more niche funds than
providers that launch core building-block funds. On the other end of the spectrum, Schwab, Vanguard,
TIAA/Nuveen, and DFA round out the surveyed firms with the longest median shuttered fund life span.
Most fund sponsors tend to shutter funds in batches after a product lineup review. For example, State
Street has shuttered 23 funds during the past decade, but 19 of those liquidations occurred in the past
year. Vanguard’s behavior is similar–of the 17 funds that it has shuttered during the past decade, it
liquidated 13 in the past three years. Fidelity and Schwab have been reluctant to close funds. Neither of
these firms have liquidated any funds during the past five years, although Schwab overhauled its lineup
in 2009.
During the past five years through June 2017, Vanguard, Schwab, PowerShares, and DFA have shown
the most restraint with respect to product development. These firms’ fund launches and liquidations
measured the smallest percentage of their funds available. On the other hand, Van Eck, WisdomTree,
Fidelity, BlackRock, and State Street have launched or closed the highest percentage of their offerings.
Portfolio Management Efficacy
Beyond investor-friendly fund-pricing decisions and thoughtful lineup management, passive investment
shops demonstrate good stewardship by investing in their portfolio management teams and
infrastructure to improve index-tracking efficacy. Passive fund sponsors that balance fee cuts with their
ability to efficiently track indexes do best by investors. If firms do not invest in portfolio management
people and infrastructure, it doesn’t matter how cheaply their funds are priced because investors may
not receive the intended return.
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Most firms only list the most senior portfolio managers in funds’ prospectuses. Although these listed
managers often oversee the firm’s portfolio management function, they are not usually the individuals
management nor do they accurately represent a firm’s portfolio

management teams’ breadth and depth. The survey data we collected provides a more complete picture
of the capabilities of the teams managing these firms’ passive strategies.
Exhibit 9 shows the ratio of fund offerings and fund assets managed to investment personnel for each
surveyed firm from 2014 to 2016. Included in the count of investment personnel are portfolio managers,
research/index analysts, and traders. Generally, speaking, lower ratios are indicative of greater levels of
investment in people and infrastructure.
Exhibit 9 Passive Fund Count and AUM to Investment Personnel Headcount

Source: Morningstar Direct and survey. Data as of June 30, 2017.

Vanguard has the largest differential between the funds offered per investment professional and fund
AUM per investment professional because of both its size and investment lineup. Vanguard mostly offers
vanilla market-cap-weighted strategies that have higher investment capacity potential than more
complicated or specialized strategies. This allows Vanguard to manage more assets across fewer funds.
Investors benefit from Vanguard’s increased scale and ownership structure via lower fees. On the other
hand, PowerShares has the second-most assets per investment personnel, but it also has the highest
number of funds per investment personnel, indicating a lower level of investment in portfolio
management infrastructure.
For the most part, it seems that index tracking has become a commoditized venture, which is why some
firms may opt to outsource the function. WisdomTree employs research analysts dedicated to
developing new index methodologies, but it outsources portfolio management to Mellon Capital
Management, a subsidiary of Bank of New York Mellon. Similarly, Fidelity contracts Geode Capital
Management (a Fidelity subsidiary that was spun off in 2003) to manage its equity index funds.
Surveyed fund sponsors largely use the same tools and software packages for portfolio and order
management, trading, and performance attribution. Most firms have customized features built on top of
the "out of the box" third-party options.
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On Track

Index tracking has been strong across the board. Exhibit 10 shows the average fee-adjusted 12-month
surveyed firm from June 2012 through June 2017. Fee-adjusted tracking

difference measures the difference of the fund’s gross return and its primary prospectus index’s return.
Percentage Tracking Difference

Source: Morningstar Direct. Data as of June 30, 2017.

Per Exhibit 10, the surveyed fund companies’ funds have closely tracked their underlying indexes on
average. PowerShares and Van Eck had larger average tracking difference in June 2012, but part of that
may be attributable to product-mix differences and outlier funds. The average monthly tracking
difference is nearly zero for most funds, and as Exhibit 10 shows, the surveyed firms’ funds track their
indexes closely, on average.
Tying It All Together
Successful investing hinges on putting yourself in the best position to maximize favorable outcomes.
Beyond selecting a fund that tracks a well-constructed index and charges a low fee, choosing a fund
sponsor that aligns its interests with its fundholders’ increases the odds of a positive investor outcome.
Exhibit 11 summarizes several fund success measures aggregated at the fund sponsor level among the
surveyed firms. The data looks back three, five, and 10 years as of the end of June 2017. We used the
12-month average of each measure to smooth out monthly noise. The success ratio measures the
percentage of funds that outperform their respective Morningstar Category out of a fund sponsors’
available passive offerings at the beginning of the measurement period. The success ratio classifies
funds that are shuttered during the measurement period as unsuccessful, but it does not account for the
magnitude of out/underperformance. A fund is considered successful whether it tops its Morningstar
Category average by 0.01% or by 10.0%. To incorporate the average magnitude of
out/underperformance, Exhibit 11 also presents the equally weighted Morningstar Rating for funds,
known as the star rating, for each surveyed firm over the same look-back periods as of June 2017. The
star rating is a backward-looking risk-adjusted return measure that compares a fund’s returns against its
Morningstar Category peers. The average fund in the category earns 3 stars, and funds can earn up to 5
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stars or as little as 1 star. This measure does not adjust for survivorship because shuttered funds cannot
earn star ratings.

Exhibit 11 Average Success Ratio and Morningstar Star Ratings

Source: Morningstar Direct. Data as June 30, 2017.

Vanguard, Fidelity, and DFA score well across both measures and during all look-back periods. These
three fund sponsors have diligently managed their fund lineups and avoided high product churn.
Vanguard and Fidelity consistently charge low category-relative fees. During the past decade through
June 2017, they have charged fees that are 30% – 40% of what is typical of passive funds in the
categories they occupy. But DFA still scores well although its funds levy fees that are 80% - 90% of the
typical passive funds in their respective categories during the same time.
Schwab serves as an example of a fund sponsor that has made improvements. Its success ratio
measured 28% when measured over 10 years but jumped to 81% when using a five-year look-back and
to 90% when using a three-year measurement period. The success ratio includes liquidated funds as
"unsuccessful" offerings. Schwab liquidated a large portion of its funds during the third quarter of 2009,
before launching its ETFs, and it has aggressively cut fees across its lineup during the past decade.
Conversely, BlackRock, State Street, PowerShares, WisdomTree, and Van Eck have higher categoryrelative fees among the surveyed firms and have had higher product churn. As of June 2017, these fund
sponsors’ trailing success ratios and Morningstar Ratings tended to be lower than other surveyed firms.
The firms with the highest average success ratios and star ratings tend to be those that best align their
interests with fund investors’. As such, it is no surprise that these firms also tend to earn positive Parent
Pillar ratings.
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When considering a fund to invest in, choose fund sponsors that prioritize fundholders’ interest by:
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× Sharing
economies
of scale
Healthcare Observer
| 18 October
2017 with fundholders–Firms such as Vanguard, Fidelity, and Schwab consistently

pass on cost savings from scale to fundholders via lower expense ratios and sharing a greater
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proportion of its funds' securities-lending revenue with its fundholders.

× Maintaining disciplined investment-oriented fund lineups with long-term staying power–Schwab has

thoughtfully managed its product offerings since culling its lineup in 2009. DFA shines here, too,
because it has only closed four funds during the past 10 years. Vanguard hasn’t closed an ETF since its
first launch in May 2001.
× Investing in portfolio management infrastructure–Although surveyed firms’ average tracking difference

has declined across the board, the market environment has been mild. Morningstar has greater
confidence that firms such as BlackRock, State Street, and Vanguard, which invest heavily in their
portfolio management teams and technology, can deliver intended index performance during stressed
market conditions.
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About Morningstar Manager Research
Morningstar Manager Research provides independent, fundamental analysis on managed investment
expressed in the form of Morningstar Analyst Ratings, which are derived

through research of five key pillars—Process, Performance, Parent, People, and Price. A global research
team issues detailed Analyst Reports on strategies that span vehicle, asset class, and geography.
in nature and should not be used as the sole basis for investment

decisions. An Analyst Rating is an opinion, not a statement of fact, and is not intended to be nor is a
guarantee of future performance.
About Morningstar Manager Research Services
Morningstar Manager Research Services combines the firm's fund research reports, ratings, software,
tools, and proprietary data with access to Morningstar's manager research analysts. It complements
internal due-diligence functions for institutions such as banks, wealth managers, insurers, sovereign
wealth funds, pensions, endowments, and foundations. Morningstar’s manager research analysts are
employed by various wholly owned subsidiaries of Morningstar, Inc. including but not limited to
Morningstar Research Services LLC (USA), Morningstar UK Ltd, and Morningstar Australasia Pty Ltd.
For More Information
Mike Laske
Product Manager, Manager Research
+1 312 696-6394
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